
COMPUTERS IN CARTOGRAPHY 

Edited by Steve Chilton 

CARTQ-SOC 
The Society of Cartographers Listserv 
The Society has recently created CARTO-SoC, a listserv 
(automatic mailer) for the discussion of practical cartogra
phy. Much of the discussion concerns computer mapping 
using desktop machines, though there are no restrictions 
whatsoever on the topics that may be discussed. Any mail 
sent to the listserv is automatically distributed to all sub
scribers. You may find this a useful way of communicating 
with cartographers worldwide, and getting help with a wide 
range of topics. Anyone (both members and non-members) 
is welcome to subscribe to CARTO-SoC. 

To subscribe to CARTO-SoC: 
send Emai1 to: listproc@sheffield.ac.uk with 
the message subscribe carto-soc 'your full 
name ' in the body of the mail. 
(For instance, if you were Gerardus Mercator, and wished 
to subscribe, you would send the message subscribe 
carto-soc Gerardus Mercator to the address: 
lis.tproc@sheffield. ac. uk). 

To send a message to CARTO-SoC: 
sendEmail to: carto-soc@sheffield. ac. uk. 
You need to have first subscribed to CARTO-SoC to send 
messages. 
If your WWWbrowser is set up with your correct Email ad
dress, simply type subscribe carto-soc 'your 
full name ' in the box, and send the message. 

A month in the life of CART -soc 
or Tales from the Mac Room 

As not all members of the Society are subscribers to 
CARTO-SOC, it seemed a good idea to summarise some of 
the information that has been communicated. The follow
ing is a summary of a typical month's transactions. The 
questions and answers are not credited to the contributors, 
but where contact details are deemed appropriate to the an
swer they are included. As much as possible direct 
advertising or blatant commercialism his been edited out of 
these highlights. It is hoped that publishing this data will 
help those not "wired" to keep in touch will developments 
that are notified through the CARTO-SOC listserv. 

Stne Chillon is Teaching and Learning Support Manager in the 
School of Social Science, Middlesex University. 
He is always pleased to receive information for inclusion in this 
column. 
He can be contacted by:-
Phone: 0181-362-5355. Fax: 0181-362-5355 
Enulil: steve8@mdx.ac.ulc 
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Q: Does anyone know where to get a patch, plug-in or 
whatever that can convert DXF to mustrator 6.0 for 
PC? 
A: MapPublisher will do the conversion for you. 

http://www.avenza.com/ 
A: Cad Publisher processes DXF files to produce either 
PostScript, Acrobat PDF and Adobe illustrator output files, 
in either monochrome, color and color separations. 

http://www.jwgraphics.com.au 

Q: Can anyone point me in the right direction for gen
erating or converting 1:24k vector elevation contours in 
a format that can be read in to Adobe mustrator, ideally 
in EPS format, b~t I will settle for DXF or just about 
anything. 
I believe the me format I am interested in is the "Large 
Scale DLG" generated by the USGS. Surely, I do not 
have to resort to drawing the contours by hand, as it 
would drive any sane person mad. 
My preferred platform is Macintosh, but I could put up 
with a PC program for this one purpose. 
A: Avenza Software sells a plugin package for illustrator 
and Freehand called MAPublisher that will import USGS 
DLG data layers. 

http://www.avenza.com/ 

A: You can get the information from the USGS site. The 
DLG files may relate to their Digital Line Graphs, which 
contain stream and road information. You want to search 
for their DEM (Digital Elevation Model) files to see what 
coverage they have. Then it is a matter of getting it into the 
format you desire. Check out what they can supply. 

http://www.usgs.gov/ 

Q: I am taking part in a career fair at a secondary 
school in Canada, telling them all about my chosen ca
reer • which has taken many different paths since I 
graduated from Luton in 1979! I would like to be able to 
suggest college/university courses would-be cartogra
phers could look into today. Any suggestions and 
comments will be gratefully received. 
A: In answer to your call for information on degree courses 
in Cartography, here at Oxford Brookes University we offer 
a Cartography Degree and also a Higher Diploma in Car
tography. 
The British Cartographic Society also has a booklet named 
'Careers in Cartography' which lists all the courses avail
able in the UK. 
A: There is a recently published Careers in Cartography 
booklet that also covers courses at: 

http://www.cartography.org.ulc 
Two of severtd replies to this qu.eTJ. 
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A: The Nova Scotia Community College Centre of Geo
graphic Sciences, former College of Geographic Sciences 
(COGS) in Lawrencetown, Nova Scotia, Canada has an ex
cellent two year cartography program. I graduated a year 
and a half ago and the placement rate is very good. We have 
graduates at ESRI and Canadian Geographic magazine. 
You can fmd our graduates working across Canada and 
around the world. COGS also has programs in planning, 
surveying, GIS, Remote Sensing and Business 
Geographics. Check the web site out at: 

http://www.cogs.ns.ca 

A: The Frost Campus of Sir Sandford Fleming College in 
Lindsay, Ontario has a two and a three year cartography di
ploma program. The third year adds a major GIS 
component that helps graduates get work in both cartogra
phy and GIS industries. I graduated from the three year 
program back in April and placement for my class and pre
vious Fleming Grads has been very good. 
Fleming also has a one year post graduate GIS course- with 
a co-op course option. The Frost campus is Fleming's 
School of Natural Resources and they offer courses similar 
to COGS. We also have a friendly rivalry at the CCA and 
ACSM competitions, student maps from both Fleming and 
COGS win many awards. 
The web page for the Cart program at Sir Sandford Fleming 
College is: 

http://gaia.jlemingc.on.calnr/ctlcartlwelcome.htm 

Q: Can anyone point me to any sources of guidelines or 
research on the placing of text on maps. I am interested 
in any studies which may have looked into the relation
ships between text size, font, colour and density, and 
how perception and ease of interpretation are affected. 
A: Try the "Map Labeling Bibliography" from Alexander 
Wolffs home page: 

http://www.inf.fu-berlin.de/-awolff/ 

Q: Does anyone know what the maximum number of 
layers is in Freehand 8? 
A: I think there is a finite limit- but it's something ridicu
lous like 128,000. However, I think the number oflayers is 
also limited by the amount of memory available to Free
Hand (but it's still in the thousands, even with very limited 
memory). 
If you are having troubles, or need definite information, try 
the FreeHand-L mailing list. Details at: 

http:/lwww.TTUlCrOTTU!dia.com/supportlfreehand/resources/ 

Q: Does anyone have information on NTF to DXF con
verters? Is there anything Freeware/Shareware? 
A: Laser-Scan software can read NTF and can write DXF. 
This applies to the old LAMPS software on VMS, and to the 
newer object-oriented LAMPS2 system on Unix and on 
PCs. However, LAMPS2 software is not cheap (of the order 
of £10,000 a seat), so I probably can't recommend it for this 
purpose unless you have a few hundred thousand files to 
convert- it does a lot more besides, though- see web site at: 

http://www.Laser-Scan.com 
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A: I have no knowledge of a direct NTF to DXF converter, 
but I am aware of five "GIS" companies offering an NTF 
converter. You can save in DXF format from most of these 
packages. The four are: 

ESRI (NTF converter for Arcinfo), Mapinfo, 
MapMaker and SAS (for SAS/GIS). I think WoolleySoft 
also have an NTF importer for OS DEMs for use in Land
scape Explorer. 

The first two cost £200/300. MapMaker offers a free 
NTF converter for existing customers. The SAS/GIS con
verter is available from SAS for customers with SAS/GIS 
(I'm not sure how readily available it is- it might be a special 
deal). 

The technical description ofNTF is available on the OS 
website I think - at least the description of NTF for Strategi 
is there. OS also produce a program called OS VIEW (avail
able on CD-ROM, free at GIS'98) which views OS NTF 
files for different types of product. 

NTF is an ASCII format and it "should" be quite feasi
ble to write your own converter using this information. 
However, while it seems quite easy to get the coordinates 
out of NTF format, putting the topology together seems 
much more complex. I have no experience of the Mapinfo 
and Arcinfo converters, but it seems difficult to put together 
polygons in MapMaker and SAS/GIS. One problem in us
ing NTF to produce a shaded map is that the polygons 
retrieved do not seem to be closed (at least for Strategi). 

If you are ordering OS data under the CHEST deal 
from EDINA, I suggest DXF format might be a better bet 
thanNTF. 

http://www.ordsvy.gov.ukl 

A: The Digimap team at Edinburgh mentioned a web page 
of NTF to DXF convertors they had set up because the 
Digimap project OS data is only downloadable in NTF. 

Http://digimap.ed.ac.uk:8081/service/translators.html 

A: If you only need Landform Panorama conversion then 
Visual Explorer is cheap at $150 and converts to a 3D DXF 
Mesh. 

http://www. woolleysoft.co.uk 

Q: We have lat long GPS fixes in WGS84 spheroid and 
wish to convert these into UTM, spheroid= Clark 1880. 
We can easily reproject into UTM using ARC but can
not find a way to covert between spheroids. Can anyone 
help please? 
A: It is not the spheroid you are concerned with but the da
tum. 
Projection: When you squash the orange and it flattens = 
HOW IT FLATTENS. 

Spheroid: How much you have squashed the orange. A 
Spheroid is a mathematical representation of the relation
ship between the verticel (polar) axis of the earth and the 
horizontal (equatorial) axis of the earth. 

Datum: How you mathematically tie the projection to 
the earth. Because WGS84 is World Geodetic System 1984, 
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and is calculated using the 24 NavstarGPS satellites, it has a 
"datum" which is technically in the centre of the earth. 
known as a GEOCENTRIC datum. I am guessing that you 
are within Europe. I think that the OS uses European Datum 
1936 (ED36) which is what you project to. This is refer
enced to a "tie point" on the surface of the earth. thus its 
called a TOPOCENTRIC datum. 

Now then to get the two datums to speak to each other 
you need to know first bow far in x (easting), bow far in y 
(northing), and also the height difference between the two 
spheroids -the Z factor. These three figures give you the in
put in ARC's project command for the Molodensky 3 
paramater shift. This will give you an accuracy guarantee 
errorofless than5 meters. If you need less than 1 metre then 
you need Bursa Wolfes. 

Q: Does anyone know whether high resolution GPS is 
presently allowed in Kuwait? Our firm did some work 
just prior and after the Gulf war and at that time we 
were not allowed to osehighresolutionsatelliteimages. 
We will presently be doing some further studies, and 
would like to incorporate GPS. Do the same rules still 
apply, and/or do they apply to GPS? 
A: While I do not admit knowledge of any statute within the 
laws of Kuwait permitting or precluding the use of high res
olution GPS I satellite images, I can say that this technology 
is presently and regularly used in Kuwait Your timing 
around the GulfWar may have influenced the Kuwaiti deci
sion at that time. (Not to mention the nature of your work I 
and or the customer receiving the benefit of your analysis). 
We have recently experienced no resistance. However, you 
may find present political/military conditions will swing 
the pendulum back in the past direction once again. 

Q: Does anyone know how to go about downloading a 
Macintosh program from the intemet using a PC? I 
would like to get a copy of Netscape for the Power 
Macintosh but can ooly dowoload it from a PC running 
WinNT4. 
A: Downloading in binary just copies bits- it doesn't know 
a PC from a MAC. If you then copy that file to a PC 
formated diskette, the MAC should accept it 
A: No problem, you'll get a binbexed archive which you 
can transfer to your Mac by Internet or floppies or ZIP or 
similar and then can"unpack" at the Mac. 

Miscellaneous transactions 
There have been many other postings, including: job 

opportunities, a request to authenticate the origin of a min
iature map for a client, any many software announcements
some of which are included later in this column. 

CARTO-SoC 

The Society of Cartographers Listserv 
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ORDNANCE SURVEY DIGITAL DATA 
CONFERENCE FOR HIGHER 
EDUCATION 
17 Nov 1998, Royal Society of Medicine 

This Ordnance Survey one day conference was held 
primarily to inform the Higher Education community in the 
UK of the revisedllSC-funded Agreement for access to OS 
digital data. There were also presentations from various 
institutions giving details of recent research collaborations 
with the Ordnance Survey, and a highly desirable 
self-assembly OS pen bolder to take home. 

Main details of the JISC Agreement 
The aims of the agreement are to: support education at 

all levels; and to invest in future customers of the OS. 
As a result of a round f discussions with Higher Edu

cation Institutions (HEis ), the data that will be made 
available will be: · 

Land-Line: vector data at 1:1,250to 1:10,000 scale (BUT 
only 30% of the total coverage) 
Land-Form PANORAMA: vector contour detail at 
1:50,000 - National coverage 
Meridian: vector data at 1:50,000- National coverage 
Strategi: vector data at 1 :250,000 - National coverage 
Gazetteer: 1:50,000 data as ASCll listing- National cover
age 

Updates will be annual for Land-Line, Strategi and 
Gazetteer only. The data is for use by HEis funded by the 
HEFCs- for teaching; education research; and academic re
search - and can be viewed, copied, adapted, reproduced 
and manipulated. HEis must also hold an Educational 
Copyright License, and the data remains the intellectual 
property of OS. 

Fees will be: 

Large institution £4,750 pa 
Medium institution £3,250 pa 
Small institution £1,750 pa 
Educational Copyright £300 pa 

The agreement lasts for 5 years, but is live and will 
change. Delivery of the data will be via a llSC-funded Data 
Centre, and made available on-line viaJanet Data will be in 
NTF format, although the possibility of DXF format is 
being discussed. 

Interested parties should find out who is dealing with 
these type of agreements in their own institution, and possi
bly check the OS website (although nothing was on the site 
about this at the time of writing): 

http://www.ordsvy.gov.ukl 

Ordnance 
Survey 

.. .linking you to the real world 
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MapObjects IMS EVALUATION VERSION 
MapObjects IMS Evaluation Edition is Now Avail

able. Download a FREE evaluation version ofMapObjects 
Internet Map Server Version 2.0 and see for yourself how 
easy it is to Web-enable your GIS data. New features in
clude Web-based data distribution functionality, 
wizard-based administration tool~, seamless integration 
with ArcExplorer, and support for vector data transfer. 

Download the evaluation edition: 
http://www.esri.comlsoftwarelmopobjectslimslevaLhtml 

from ESRI's 21 October, 1998 issue of ArcWatch: 

CHEST~SRIAGREEMENT 
Some institutions have been requesting Mac licences. 

This platform was not listed on the availability list provided 
by ESRI (dated May 1998). You should be aware of the fol
lowing statement from ESRI if you are using Arc View for 
Mac now or plan to license it in the very near future: 

"Arc View for Mac is available for version 3.0a. 
It will not be available for 3.1 or beyond though." 

The list of currently available platforms can be found on the 
CHEST Web Page at 

http:/lwww.chest.ac.uklsoftwarelarclproducts.html 
from a CHEST Contracts Office news release 

ARcnNFO USER GROUP 
The old Arcllnfo User Group has reformed as 

ESRIVIEWS - a usergroup of ESRI customers of all prod
ucts. Membership is now free, but restricted to ESRI 
Customers I their staff and staff ofESRI.See the Web site at: 
- http://www.esriviews.org.uk/ with details of the present 
steering group and ideas of activities, and a Mailbase list 
has been established to assist members to share their experi
ences. Whilst the Web site clearly has public access, access 
to the mailbase list is restricted to group members. Of 
course, messages relating directly to the CHEST agree
ments with ESRI, contractural questions, etc., that are 
specific to the UK HE community should continue to be 
sent to this list, chest-arc-info@mailbase.ac.uk 

YOUR USER GROUPRJR ESRI PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

It is suggested that it is in the interests of all site reps for 
Arcllnfo and ArcView to be members of this group. We 
would also wish to encourage site reps to nominate active 
users of ESRI products at their sites as members of the 
group - this clearly helps lighten the burden on the site reps 
and helps strengthen the user's activities. 
Further information can be obtained from Kamie Kitmitto (at MI
DAS), from John Kidd (steering Group chairperson, 
JKidd@westberks.gov.uk) 
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ANNOUNCEMENT AND CALL FOR PAPERS 
International Symposium on Spatial Data Qual
ity, July 18th- 20th 1999, Hong Kong 

The International Symposium on Spatial Data Quality 
will beheld at The Hong Kong Polytechnic University from 
18th to 20th July 1999. This is the first international sympo
sium on spatial data quality to be held in Asia. The 
Symposium provides an interdisciplinary forum for leading 
scientists and young researchers to present their latest re
search developments and share their experience in this 
field. The Symposium will include keynote speeches and 
plenary sessions. The Symposium will be preceded by a 
one-dayworkshopon three aspects of spatial data quality. 

Themes 
tt Uncertainties in real world entities 
tt Positional error in spatial data 

tt Attribute uncertainty in geographical data 
tt Temporal uncertainty in geographical data 
:a Incompleteness of spatial data 

tt Logical consistence in spatial database 

tt Uncertainty propagation in spatial operations 
tt Uncertainty in remotely sensed images 
tt Error in DEM 
tt Spatial querying with uncertain data 
tt Spatial reasoning with uncertain information 
tt Uncertainty in geographical/environmental analysis 
tt Visualizing uncertainty in spatial data and analysis 
tt Meta-data and model for GIS data 
tt Spatial data models for uncertain objects in GIS 
tt Any other topics related to spatial data quality 

Important Dates 
31/1/1999 Deadline for submission of abstracts 
221211999 Notification of acceptance 
151511999 Deadline for camera-ready copy and 

pre-registration 
lBn/1999 Pre-symposium workshop 
19-2017/1999 Symposium 

Abstract Submission 
The Organizing Committee invites paper abstracts for 

consideration of being included in the plenary sessions of 
the Symposium. Abstracts should be 250 - 500 words in 
length and in English and they should reach the Symposium 
Secretariat before 31st January 1999. 

Symposium Secretariat 
ISSDQ'99 
Department of Land Surveying and Geo-Informatics 
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
Hung Hom, Kowloon, Hong Kong 
Fax: + 852 - 2330 2994 
E-mail: ISSDQ@polyu.edu.hk 

http://www.lsgi.polyu.edu.hk/ISSDQI 

from an ISSDQ99 press release 
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Try CAESAR for FREE 
CAESAR is a set of image processing tools designed to 

help in the high-level interpretation of SAR (synthetic aper
ture radar) imagery. 
CAESAR includes routines for: 

• 
• 

despeckling 

segmentation 

• classification 

• edge detection. 
The CAESAR tools are: 

NASoftware 

• used to analyse SAR images directly or to prepare 
them for later analysis using standard optical 
methods. 

• fully automated, allowing reproducible results to 
be obtained independently of the user. 

• widely recognised as being technically well in ad
vance of any other such facilities. 

• based on a sound understanding of the physics of 
the image-formation techniques particular to 
SAR, which allows them to remove or take ac
count of the speckle. 

• developed jointly by N.A.Software and the De
fence Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA, 
Malvern). 

CAESAR is available as: 

• command-line executables or ANSI C libraries on 
Sun (SunOS, Solaris) or PC (Linux, Windows). 

• fully integrated into ERDAS IMAGINE 8.2 or 8.3 
(Sun Solaris). 

Try the software FREE for a month on your own data. 
Download the software and apply for an evaluation licence. 
More information on CAESAR, including example appli
cations and screenshots of the ERDAS IMAGINE 
interface, can be found on our website: 

http:llwww.nasoftware.eo.uk/sar/ 

MACROMEDIA ANNOUNCES 
DREAMWEAVER 2 

Macromediaannounces Dreamweaver 2, a new release 
of its professional Web authoring environment. The newest 
addition to Macromedia's award-winning family of Web 
publishing tools adds powerful new features for efficient 
page design and production, comprehensive site manage
ment, visual authoring for dynamic publishing, and 
Roundtrip XML. Dreamweaver 2 is an extensible Web de
velopment platform that is designed to work with custom 
and commercial e-commerce, database, dynamic publish
ing and rich media technologies. Macromedia also 
announces today that Dreamweaver 2 is seamlessly inte
grated with solutions from industry-leading companies, 
including BroadVision, Oracle Corporation, and Real Net
works. 
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Dreamweaver 2 will be available standalone or in a 
Web Essentials' bundle with Flreworks, Macromedia's pre
miere production tool for creating Web graphics. Together, 
Dreamweaver and Ftreworks are a powerful solution for 
producing the essential elements of Web sites. For details, 
see pricing and availability below. 

"We've worked closely with our customers to ensure 
that Dreamweaver 2 addresses the Web publishing chal
lenges facing them today and in the future," says Kevin 
Lynch, Vice President of Macromedia's Web Publishing 
Division. "We've introduced powerful new features in 
Dreamweaver 2 that give professional Web teams the pro
ductivity tools they need to help them get the job done 
today, while supporting advanced technologies that lever
age their Web tool investments into the future." 

"We need to create and produce dynamic Web sites for 
our clients that look great in any browser, and are easy to 
update and maintain," says Ben Rigby,CEO of Akimbo De
sign. Akimbo Design has created Web sites for clients such 
as California Pizza Kitchen and Sony Pictures Entertain
ment. "The new features in Dreamweaver 2, including 
advanced table support, live Flash and Shockwave play
back, and Dream Templates for team authoring, make it an 
essential tool for professional Web developers." 

What You See Is What You Serve 
Dreamweaver2 is the first visual tool for dynamic Web 

publishing to deliver "What You See Is What You Serve", 
giving Web designers a visual rendering of server-side con
tent within a Web authoring environment for the first time. 
Currently, Web designers have to post a site to a server and 
preview it in a browser in order to see server-side content 
when creating or updating dynamic Web sites. Due to its 

. open, extensible architecture, Dreamweaver 2 works easily 
with leading e-commerce and dynamic publishing solu
tions. In addition, Dreamweaver 2 respects third party or 
proprietary HTML tags through anew custom tag database. 

Deluxe Site Management 
With Dreamweaver 2, Web developers can efficiently 

manage design and content across an entire site with the 
most powerful combination of site management features on 
the market. Web designers can use new Dream Templates 
to specify which sections of a site can be edited by content 
contributors, while maintaining design consistency across a 
site. Dream Templates enable fast turnaround on updates 
and changes, facilitating workflow in collaborative produc
tion environments. Dreamweaver 2 is the only tool that 
features site-wide search and replace of text, HTML source, 
and attributes within HTML tags, enabling users to easily 
manage global changes. A new site map and automated link 
and file management simplify the creation and maintenance 
of Web sites. 

~dent Page Production 
Dreamweaver 2 has many new features that help Web 

designers quickly and efficiently build beautiful 
cross-browser Web pages. Users can now insert an image to 
use as a guide while designing pages, enabling production 
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artists to go from a Fireworks or Photoshop comp to a fm
ished HrML page in record time. Dreamweaver 2 allows 
pixel-precise positioning of elements on an HTML page, 
with one-step conversion of layers to tables for compatibil
ity with 3.0 browsers. Advanced table editing features in 
Dream weaver 2 give designers more control and formatting 
options than any other Web authoring tool. Web designers 
can now also view Macromedia Flash, Macromedia Shock
wave, and other plug-in content live within the 
Dreamweaver 2 authoring environment, without having to 
preview in a browser. 

Roundtrip XML 
Dreamweaver revolutionised Web authoring with 

Roundtrip HTML, and is now extending this functionality 
to support Roundtrip XML. Just as Dreamweaver has al
ways maintained the quality of a user's HTML, 
Dreamweaver 2 now parses and respects a user's XML 
code. Since XML standards are still evolving, the support 
for XML in Dreamweaver is extensible. Customers can de
fme XML tags using the new tag database, add new XML 
objects to the Dreamweaver object palette, and create prop
erty inspectors for editing XML. Dream Templates also 
support XML with Roundtrip importing and exporting be
tween templates and XML. 

Pricing and Availability 
Dreamweaver 2 will be available in December 1998 

for an estimated street price of £229 for Windows 95/98, 
Windows NT 4.0 or later, and-Mac OS 7 .5.5 or later. Regis
tered users of prior versions of Dreamweaver may upgrade 
to Dreamweaver 2 for £99, Existing Dreamweavercustom
ers who order their upgrade to version 2, can take advantage 
of a special promotion, enabling them to purchase 
Macromedia's Fireworks, the premier production tool for 
creating web graphics, at a special price of just £99 com
pared to the existing price of £239, For more information 
please call Computers Unlimited on 0181 358 5857 or to 
download a free 30-day trial version ofDreamweaver, visit: 

http://www.dreamweaver.com. 
from a Macromedia press release 

THE DIGITAL MAPPING SHOW 1999 
The Digital Mapping Show, the specialist business to 

business G.I.S. exhibition, takes place at the Novotel, 
Hammersmith, London on the 11th and 12th May 1999. 
Launched four years ago, the Digital Mapping Show is an 
established and respected event in the G.I.S calender. 

Running alongside the exhibition are a series of semi
nars including mapping on the Web and the integration of 
data to help solve business probleins - together with well 
known users sharing their experiences. 

Anyone interested in presenting a paper at next May's 
seminars should contact Christine Prentice at 
info@digitalmappingshow .corn. 
from a Media-Matters press release 
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MAPUBLISHER VERSION 3.5 FOR 
MACROMEDIA FREEHAND 8 FOR THE MAC 

MAPublisher have announced the release of 
MAPublisher Version 3.5 for Macromedia FreeHand 8 for 
the Macintosh PowerPC operating platform. Shipping will 
begin on November 25th, 1998. 

MAPublisher is a suite ofGIS and cartographic plug-in 
tools that allows the import of top GIS and CAD file formats 
into high-end graphics and illustration environments with 
all the attribute databases intact and ready to use. 

Included in this suite of powerful mapping filters are 
projection editors, legend tools, labeling tools, database 
management tools and many others comprising a complete 
cartographic solution. 

New MAPublisher Version 3.5 for FreeHand/Mac in
cludes the following features: 

XX Import common GIS file fonnats into the graphics 
publishing environment (ARCJINFO Generate, 
ArcView Shapefile, Maplnfo MIDIMIF, AutoCAD 
DXF, and USGS formats) 

XX Table Management tools that allow the import of ex
ternal database tables for merging and linking to 
existing map layers as well as creation, editing and 
deletion of separate data tables. 

XX Automated raster image registration 

XX Automated Iabeling based upon attribute data 

XX Export to Maplnfo MIDIMIF and Arc View ShapefJ.I.e 
formats 

XX Map projection and scale transformations 

XX Export to intelligent, data-rich PDF containing 
sean::hable and queriable data tables 

XX Search, quecy and select by data attribute 

XX External database import, edit and table join func
tions 

XX Buffering and joining of vectors based on simple or 
attribute values. 

XX Auto~ legend creation based upon attribute data 
that enables automated legend value assignment for 
multiple legend elements based on either unique val
ues or a user-controlled value range. 

XX Automated fJ.I.ter for conversion of map native 
co-ordinate system to various traditional scales. 

XX Over 35 specialized cartographic tools in all. 

MAPublisher Version 3.5 is available at $299 for a lim
ited time only, after which it will be available at the regular 
price of $495. 

For further information please contact Avenza at 
905-639-3330, info@avenza.com or visit the company's 
website at http://www.avenza.com 

from an Avenza Software press release 
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